NBC MobilePOS
With NBC MobilePOS, you can enjoy the flexibility of processing transactions and returns anywhere you’d like—more specifically,
wherever your customers are located. That’s because our innovative, full-featured, cloud-based POS solution fits in the palm of your hand,
so it travels wherever you do. Now you can develop a variety of seasonal or standalone retail experiences, expand into campus coffee
shops or dining locations, mobilize your staff to accommodate a new line-busting checkout model, or simply streamline transactions
at your traditional retail locations. From textbook rentals to sales, make every transaction easier, faster, and more convenient—for your
customers as well as for yourself.

FEATURES
• Money and space savings due to decreased size and cost
of traditional registers
• Decreased outages and secure customer and card
information through the use of point-to-point encryption
(P2Pe) and tokenization
• Accept the same accounts receivable tenders processed

DETAILS
• Complete integrations with campus systems including
other commonly used ERP systems, financial accounting
systems, and debit card solutions, such as Banner, Colleague,
PeopleSoft or Microsoft Dynamics GP, Blackboard, CBORD/
Diebold, Debitek, and General Meters
• Process sales of both product and service items to
accommodate a variety of retail environments: traditional

at traditional point-of-sale terminals, including cash,

bookstores, convenience stores, coffee shops, and dining

check, credit card, financial aid, and gift cards

locations

• Quick-reading laser barcode scanner, magnetic swipe
reader, signature capture, and receipt printer
• Process sales and returns transactions from anywhere
with a cellular or Wi-Fi connection
• Intuitive touchscreen technology reflective of how team
members use smartphone or tablet technology in their
personal life

• Decreased outages because of the redundant
communications capabilities built into the product
• Secure customer and card information through the use of
point-to-point encryption and tokenization
• Integration with PRISM360 and WinPRISM platforms
• Tech specs:
• CPU: Apple iPhone®

• Credit card and campus card processing, with ability to
read bank and store gift cards on a single device.

• Internet connection: Cellular or IEEE 802.11
• Sled: Integration for payments processing

• Enhanced card security and compliance with ability to
accept EMV transactions through a Bluetooth reader
• Card swipe for associate login and inputting customer
information into a transaction
• Made-to-order support
• Printed or emailed customer receipts based on guest
preference

INTERESTED?
Please reach out to speak with a sales representative and
discover the product details, pricing plans, and options
available to provide your customers with a premier retail
experience.
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